
PUBLIC DEED NUMBER TWENTY THREE: Before me, RAFAEL ENRIQUE CAÑAS COTO, Notary Public with open 

offices in the city of San José, acting in Playa Flamingo, Guanacaste, appear on one side Mr. FARROKH SAMII, with only one 

last name in virtue of his Iranian citizenship, of legal age, divorced, entrepreneur, resident of San José, bearer of retiree id number 

three thousand eight hundred and twenty seven, acting as President with Full Powers of Attorney with no limitation as to the sum 

within the company known as VILLAS DE PLAYA GRANDE, SOCIEDAD ANONIMA, bearer of corporate id number three-

one hundred and one-ninety six thousand two hundred eighty, legal standing duly recorded under book seven hundred and eighty 

two, page one hundred thirty one, entry two hundred and twenty eight of the Mercantile Registry; an on the other side Mr. 

ROBERT THOMAS REDDY, of only one last name in virtue of his US citizenship, of legal age, married once, business 

manager, resident of one one six five, Investment Boulevard, Suite number two, El Dorado Hills, California, United States of 

America, bearer of US passport number two one two one six five three nine two, acting as PROXY with enough powers of 

attorney for this act within the corporation known as COUNTING THE STARS, SOCIEDAD ANONIMA, bearer of corporate 

id number three-one hundred and one-three hundred and seventy eight thousand nine hundred and eighty five, with legal address 

in the city of San Jose, Escazú, Plaza Roble Corporate Center, El Patio Building, third floor, proxy granted at sixteen hours of the 

third day of February of the year two thousand and five, recorded under the public deed number ninety, front side of page number 

seventy nine of the seventh Protocol book of the Notary Public Adrián Alvarenga Odio; and REPRESENT: FIRST: Mr. SAMII 

represents that VILLAS DE PLAYA GRANDE, SOCIEDA ANONIMA, owns the following real estate properties, which all are 

located within the eight district Tempate, third county Santa Cruz of the province of Guanacaste, therefore requesting to the 

Public Registry the correction of such location, which is estimated for fiscal purposes at the sum of one thousand colones. ONE) 

real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND SEVEN 

HUNDRED AND FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot ONE-A apt for building, which current and accurate 

boundaries are to the NORTH: block F; to the SOUTH: street with fourteen meters with forty two decimeters; to the EAST: lot 

two A; to the WEST: street with thirty two meters with forty two decimeters, with a measure of six hundred meters with ninety 

five squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED 

AND TWO-EIGHTY; TWO) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO 

THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWO-A apt for building, 

which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: block F; to the SOUTH: southwest with street with twenty one meters 

and fifty two squared decimeters; to the EAST: lot three A; to the WEST: lot two A, with a measure of seven hundred and ninety 

six meters with forty five squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND 

FOUR HUNDRED AND THIRTY-EIGHTY; THREE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page 

number FORTY TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THREE-

A apt for building, which current and actual boundaries are to the NORTH: block F; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; 

pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND THIRTY ONE-

EIGHTY; FOUR) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOSUAND 

SEVEN HUNDRED ELEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot FOUR-A, apt for building, which current and 
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accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: block F; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot five A; to the 

WEST: lot three A, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND THIRTY TWO-EIGHTY; FIVE) real estate property duly recorded 

under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND THIRTEEN-ZERO 

ZERO ZERO which is by its nature lot FIVE-A apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: block 

F; to the SOUTH: street with twenty squared meters; to the EAST: lot six A; to the WEST: lot four A, with a measure of eight 

hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED 

AND THIRTY SIX-EIGHTY; SIX) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY 

TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTEEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SIX-A apt for building, 

which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: block F; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot 

seven A; to the WEST: lot five A, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-

FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND THIRTY FOUR-EIGHTY; SEVEN) real estate property duly 

recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTEEN-

ZERO ZERO ZERO apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: block F; to the SOUTH: street 

with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot eight A; to the WEST: lot six A, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant 

to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND FORTY FOUR-EIGHTY; 

EIGHT) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND SEVEN 

HUNDRED AND NINETEEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot EIGHT-A apt for building, which current and 

accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: block F; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot nine A; to the 

WEST: lot seven A, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND FORTY SEVEN-EIGHTY; NINE) real estate property duly recorded 

under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND TWENTY ONE-ZERO 

ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot NINE-A apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: 

block F; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot ten A; to the WEST: lot eight A, with a measure of eight 

hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUASND FOUR HUNDRED 

AND FORTY FIVE-EIGHT; TEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY 

TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND TWENTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWELVE-A 

apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: block F; so the SOUTH: street with sixteen meters 

with eighty two centimeters; to the EAST: lot thirteen A; to the WEST: lot eleven A, with a measure of seven hundred seventy 

meters with seventy four squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND 

FOUR HUNDRED AND FORTY NINE-EIGHTY; ELEVEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic 

registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND TWENTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which 

is by its nature lot THIRTEEN-A, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: block F; to the SOUTH: street with 

seventeen meters with sixty one centimeters; to the EAST: lot fourteen A; to the WEST: lot twelve A, with a measure of seven 



hundred seventy meters with sixty five squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO 

THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND FIFTY-EIGHTY; TWELVE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic 

registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND THIRTY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is 

by its nature lot FOURTEEN-A apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: block F; to the 

SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot fifteen A; to the WEST: lot thirteen A, with a measure of eight hundred 

squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSNAD FOUR HUNDRED AND 

FIFTY ONE-EIGHTY; THIRTEEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY 

TWO THOUNSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND THIRTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature is lot 

SEVENTEEN-A apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: block F; to the SOUTH: street with 

twenty meters; to the EAST: lot eighteen A; to the WEST: lot sixteen A, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, 

pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSNAD FOUR HUNDRED AND FIFTY FOUR-

EIGHTY; … FIFTEEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO 

THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FORTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot NINETEEN-A apt for 

building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: block F; to the SOUTH: southwest with street of nineteen 

meters with nine centimeters; to the EAST: lot twenty; to the WEST: destined for playground; with a measure of seven hundred 

and eight meters with sixty five squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO 

THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND FIFTY SEVEN-EIGHTY; SIXTEEN) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FORTY THREE-ZERO ZERO 

ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY-A apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: block 

F; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot twenty one; to the WEST: lot nineteen, with a measure of eight 

hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED 

AND FIFTY EIGHT-EIGHTY; SEVENTEEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number 

FORTY TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FORTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot 

TWENTY-A apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: block F; to the SOUTH: street with 

twenty meters; to the EAST: lot twenty two; to the WEST: lot twenty, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant 

to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND FIFTY NINE-EIGHTY; 

EIGHTEEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND 

SEVEN HUNDRED AND FORTY-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY TWO –A apt for building, which 

current and accurate boundaries to the NORTH: block F; to the SOUTH: lot twenty one; to the EAST: lot twenty three; to the 

WEST: lot twenty one, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND SIXTY-EIGHTY; NINETEEN) real estate property duly recorded 

under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FORTY NINE-ZERO 

ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY THREE-A apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the 

NORTH: block F; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot twenty four; to the WEST: lot twenty two, with a 



measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR 

HUNDRED AND SIXTY ONE-EIGHTY; TWENTY) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page 

number FORTY TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot 

TWENTY FOUR-A apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: block F; to the SOUTH: street 

with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot twenty five; to the WEST: lot twenty three, with a measure of eight hundred squared 

meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND SIXTY 

TWO-EIGHTY; TWENTY ONE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY 

TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY FIVE-

A apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: block F; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; 

to the EAST: lot twenty six; to the WEST: lot twenty four, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the 

recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND SIXTY THREE-EIGHTY; 

TWENTY TWO) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND 

SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature LOT TWENTY SIX-A apt for building, 

which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: block F; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot 

twenty seven; to the WEST: lot twenty five, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey 

number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND SIXTY FOUR-EIGHTY; TWENTY THREE) real 

estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED 

AND FIFTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY SEVEN-A apt for building, which current and 

accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: block F; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot twenty eight; to the 

WEST: lot twenty six, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND SIXTY FIVE-EIGHTY; TWENTY FOUR) real estate property duly 

recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY NINE-

ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY EIGHT-A apt for building, which current and actual boundaries are to 

the NORTH: block F; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot twenty nine; to the WEST: lot twenty seven, 

with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO 

THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND SIXTY SIX-EIGHTY; TWENTY FIVE) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, 

which is by its nature lot TWENTY NINE-A apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: block F; 

to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot thirty; to the WEST: lot twenty eight, with a measure of eight hundred 

squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND 

SIXTY SEVEN-EIGHTY; TWENTY SIX) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number 

FORTY TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot 

THIRTY-A apt for building with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, which current and accurate boundaries are to the 

NORTH: block F; to the SOUTH: public road with twenty meters of front; to the EAST: lot thirty one-A and thirty two-A; to the 



WEST: lot twenty nine-A, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED AND FIFTY NINE-EIGHTY; TWENTY SEVEN) real estate property 

duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND THIRTY 

FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot ONE-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the 

NORTH: street with seventeen meters with fifty centimeters; to the SOUTH:  block F; to the EAST: lot two; to the WEST: street 

with thirty seven meters with fifty one centimeters, with a measure of eight hundred and fourteen meters with ninety nine squared 

decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED AND 

NINETY THREE-EIGHTY; TWENTY EIGHT) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page 

number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND THIRTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature 

lot TWO-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters; to the SOUTH: 

block F; to the EAST: lot three; to the WEST: lot one, with a measure eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded 

survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED EIGHT THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED AND FORTY ONE-EIGHTY; TWENTY 

NINE) real estate property recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT 

HUNDRED AND THIRTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THREE-B apt for building, which current and 

accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters; to the SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: lot four; to the WEST:  

lot two, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO 

THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED AND NINETY FIVE-EIGHTY; THIRTY) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND FORTY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, 

which is lot FOUR-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with seventeen meters; to 

the SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: destined for easement number one; to the WEST: lot three, with a measure of six hundred and 

eighty squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED AND EIGHT THOUSAND FIVE 

HUNDRED AND THIRTY NINE-EIGHTY; THIRTY ONE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic 

registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND FORTY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which 

is lot FIVE-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with seventeen meters; to the 

SOUTH: block F;  to the EAST: lot six: to the WEST: destined for easement number one, with a measure of six hundred and 

eighty squared meters, pursuant to the recorded number G-FOUR HUNDRED EIGHT THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED AND 

THIRTY EIGHTY-EIGHTY; THIRTY TWO) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number 

FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND FORTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SIX-B apt 

for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters; to the SOUTH: block F; to the 

EAST: lot seven; to the WEST: lot five, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number 

G-FOUR HUNDRED EIGHT THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED AND THIRTY SEVEN-EIGHTY; THIRTY THREE) real 

estate property recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND 

FORTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is lot SEVEN-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the 

NORTH: northeast with street with nineteen meters with sixty five centimeters; to the SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: lot eight: 



to the WEST: lot six, with a measure of eight hundred and forty three meters with ninety nine squared decimeters, pursuant to the 

recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED EIGHT THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED AND THIRTY SIX-EIGHTY; 

THIRTY FOUR) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND 

EIGHT HUNDRED AND FORTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is lot EIGHT-B apt for building, which current and 

accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: northeast with street with nineteen meters with ninety nine centimeters; to the SOUTH: 

block F; to the EAST: lot nine; to the WEST: lot seven, with a measure of eight hundred and three meters with thirty four squared 

decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED-EIGHTY; 

THIRTY FIVE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND 

EIGHT HUNDRED AND FIFTY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is lot NINE-B apt for building, which current and accurate 

boundaries are to the NORTH: street with nineteen meters with ninety nine centimeters; to the SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: lot 

ten; to the WEST: lot eight, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND ONE-EIGHTY; THIRTY SIX) real estate property duly recorded 

under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND FIFTY FIVE-ZERO 

ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot ELEVEN-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: 

street with twenty meters; to the SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: lot twelve; to the WEST: lot ten, with a measure of eight 

hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED 

AND THREE-EIGHTY; THIRTY SEVEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number 

FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND FIFTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is lot TWELVE-B apt for 

building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: northeast with street with twenty six meters with thirty nine 

centimeters; to the SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: easement lot number two; to the WEST: lot eleven, with a measure of seven 

hundred and one meters with forty six squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO 

THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND FOUR-EIGHTY; THIRTY EIGHT) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND FIFTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, 

which is by its nature lot THIRTEEN-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: northeast 

with street with twenty five meters with ninety one squared decimeters; to the SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: lot fourteen; to the 

WEST: easement lot number two, with a measure of six hundred and seventy eight meters with eighty nine squared decimeters, 

pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND FIVE-EIGHTY; 

THIRTY NINE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND 

EIGHT HUNDRED AND SIXTY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot FOURTEEN-B apt for building, which 

current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters; to the SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: lot fifteen; 

to the WEST: lot thirteen, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND SIX-EIGHTY; FORTY) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND SIXTY THREE-ZERO ZERO 

ZERO, which is by its nature lot FIFTEEN-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street 



with seventeen meters; to the SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: lot destined for easement number three; to the WEST: lot fourteen, 

with a measure of six hundred and eighty squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO 

THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND SEVEN-EIGHTY; FORTY ONE) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND SIXTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, 

which is by its nature lot SIXTEEN-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with 

seventeen meters; to the SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: lot seventeen; to the WEST: lot destined for easement number three, 

with a measure of six hundred and eighty squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO 

THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND EIGHT-EIGHTY; FORTY TWO) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND SIXTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO 

ZERO, which is by its nature lot SEVENTEEN-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: 

street with twenty meters; to the SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: lot eighteen; to the WEST: lot sixteen, with a measure of eight 

hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED 

AND NINE-EIGHTY; FORTY THREE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number 

FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND SIXTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot 

EIGHTEEN-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with nineteen meters with 

ninety nine centimeters, to the SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: lot nineteen; to the WEST: lot seventeen, with a measure eight 

hundred meters with fifty nine squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO 

THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND TEN-EIGHTY; FORTY FOUR) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic 

registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND SEVENTY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which 

is by its nature lot NINETEEN-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: northeast with 

street with twelve meters with ninety nine centimeters; to the SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: lot twenty; to the WEST: lot 

eighteen, with a measure of eight hundred and twenty one meters with sixty six squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded 

survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED ELEVEN-EIGHTY; FORTY FIVE) real estate 

property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND 

SEVENTY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY-B apt for building, which current and accurate 

boundaries are to the NORTH: northeast with street with twelve meters with fifty eight centimeters; to the SOUTH: southeast 

with Block F; to the EAST: lot twenty one; to the WEST: lot nineteen; with a measure of six hundred and ninety meters with 

forty six squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR 

HUNDRED AND TWELVE-EIGHTY; FORTY SIX) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page 

number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND SEVENTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot 

TWENTY ONE-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: northeast with street with fifteen 

meters with two centimeters, which measures seven hundred and sixty seven meters with forty eight squared decimeters, pursuant 

to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND THIRTEEN-EIGHTY; 

FORTY SEVEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND 



EIGHT HUNDRED AND SEVENTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by it nature lot TWENTY TWO-B apt for 

building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: northeast with street with twenty meters; to the SOUTH: 

block F; to the EAST: lot twenty three; to the WEST: lot twenty one, with a measure of eight hundred and one meters with 

thirteen squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR 

HUNDRED AND FOURTEEN-EIGHTY; FORTY EIGHT) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration 

page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED SEVENTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot 

TWENTY THREE-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters; to 

the SOUTH: block K; to the EAST: lot twenty four; to the WEST: lot twenty two, with a measure of eight hundred squared 

meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND FIFTEEN-

EIGHTY; FORTY NINE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO 

THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED EIGHTY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY FOUR-B apt for 

building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters; to the SOUTH: block F; to the 

EAST: lot twenty five; to the WEST: lot twenty three, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded 

survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED SIXTEEN-EIGHTY; FIFTY) real estate property 

duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED EIGHTY 

THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY FIVE-B apt for building, which current and accurate 

boundaries are to the NORTH: street with seventeen meters; to the SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: easement lot number four; to 

the WEST: lot twenty four, with a measure of six hundred eighty squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-

FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED SEVENTEEN-EIGHTY; FIFTY ONE) real estate property duly 

recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO TOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND EIGHTY FIVE-

ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is lot TWENTY SIX-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: 

street with seventeen meters; to the SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: lot twenty seven; to the WEST: easement lot number four, 

with a measure of six hundred eighty squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO 

THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED EIGHTEEEN-EIGHTY; FIFTY TWO) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED EIGHTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, 

which is by its nature lot TWENTY SEVEN-B, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: northeast with street 

with nineteen meters with ninety nine centimeters; to the SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: lot twenty eight; to the WEST: lot 

twenty six, with a measure of eight hundred meters with one squared decimeter, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-

FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED NINETEEN-EIGHTY; FIFTY THREE) real estate property duly 

recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND EIGHTY NINE-

ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY EIGHT-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are 

to the NORTH: northeast with street with seventeen meters with ninety eight centimeters; to the SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: 

lot twenty nine; to the WEST: lot twenty seven, with a measure of seven hundred sixty nine meters with eighty nine squared 

decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED TWENTY-



EIGHTY; FIFTY FOUR) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO 

THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND NINETY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY NINE-B apt 

for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: northeast with street with sixteen meters with ninety nine 

centimeters; to the SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: lot thirty; to the WEST: lot twenty eight; with a measure of eight hundred 

meters with eighty three squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND 

FOUR HUNDRED TWENTY ONE-EIGHTY; FIFTY FIVE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic 

registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND NINETY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which 

is lot THIRTY-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters; to the 

SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: lot thirty one; to the WEST: lot twenty nine, with a measure of eight hundred seven meters with 

twenty squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR 

HUNDRED TWENTY TWO-EIGHTY; FIFTY SIX) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page 

number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED NINETY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot 

THIRTY ONE-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters; to the 

SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: lots thirty two and thirty three; to the WEST: lot thirty, with a measure of eight hundred six 

meters with sixty two squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND 

FOUR HUNDRED AND TWENTY THREE-EIGHTY; FIFTY SEVEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic 

registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED NINETY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by 

its nature lot THIRTY TWO-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: northeast with street 

with forty one meters with five centimeters; to the SOUTH: lot thirty three; to the EAST: street seventeen meters with fifty 

centimeters; to the WEST: lot thirty one, with  a measure of  eight hundred one meters with twenty nine squared decimeters; 

FIFTY EIGHT) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND 

EIGHT HUNDRED AND NINETY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THIRTY THREE-B apt for building, 

which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot thirty two; to the SOUTH: lot thirty four; to the EAST: street with 

twenty meters; to the WEST: lot thirty one, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey 

number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED TWENTY FIVE-EIGHTY; FIFTY NINE) real estate 

property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED ONE-

ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THIRTY FOUR-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to 

the NORTH: lot thirty three; to the SOUTH: lot thirty five; to the EAST: street with twenty meters; to the WEST: block F, with a 

measure of eight hundred squared meter, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND 

FOUR HUNDRED TWENTY SIX-EIGHTY; SIXTY) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page 

number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THIRTY FIVE-

B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot thirty three; to the SOUTH: lot thirty five; to the 

EAST: street with twenty meters; to the WEST: block F, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the 

recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED TWENTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO 



ZERO; SIXTY ONE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO 

THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THIRTY SIX-B apt for building, which 

current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot thirty five; to the SOUTH: lot thirty seven; to the EAST: street with 

twenty meters; to the WEST: block F, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number 

G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED TWENTY EIGHT-EIGHTY; SIXTY TWO) real estate property 

duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SEVEN- ZERO 

ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THIRTY SEVEN-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the 

NORTH: lot thirty six, and to the northeast with street with twenty two meters with three centimeters; to the SOUTH: lot thirty 

eight; to the EAST: northeast with street with twenty two meters with three centimeters; to the WEST: block F, with a measure of 

seven hundred eighty seven with thirty two squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED 

TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED TWENTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO; SIXTY THREE) real estate property duly 

recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED NINE-ZERO ZERO 

ZERO, which is by its nature lot THIRTY EIGHT-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: 

lot thirty seven; to the SOUTH: lot thirty nine; to the EAST: northeast with street with twenty one meters with ninety seven 

centimeters; to the WEST: block F, with a measure of eight hundred twenty three meters with eighteen squared decimeters, 

pursuant to the recorded survey G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUASND FOUR HUNDRED FORTY THREE-EIGHTY; 

SIXTY FOUR) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND 

NINE HUNDRED ELEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THIRTY NINE-A apt for building, which current 

and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot thirty eight; to the SOUTH: lot forty; to the EAST: street with twenty two meters 

with ninety eight centimeters; to the WEST: block F, with a measure of seven hundred eighty six meters with eighty six squared 

decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED THIRTY 

FIVE-EIGHTY; SIXTY FIVE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO 

THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED THIRTEEN-ZERO ZERO ZREO, which is by its nature lot FORTY-B apt for building, which 

current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot thirty nine; to the SOUTH: lot forty one; to the EAST: street with twenty 

one meters with eighty three centimeters; to the WEST: block F, with a measure of seven hundred sixty four meters with 

seventeen squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR 

HUNDRED THIRTY SIX-EIGHTY; SIXTY SIX) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page 

number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIFTEEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot FORTY 

ONE-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot forty; to the SOUTH: lot forty two; to the 

EAST: street with twenty meters with ninety seven centimeters; to the WEST: block F, with a measure of eight hundred fifteen 

meters with seventy five squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND 

FOUR HUNDRED AND THIRTY SEVEN-EIGHTY; SIXTY SEVEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic 

registration page number FORTY TWO TOHUSAND NINE HUNDRED NINETEEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its 

nature lot FORTY THREE-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries to the NORTH: lot forty two; to the 



SOUTH: lot forty four; to the EAST: street with twenty meters; to the WEST: block F, with a measure of eight hundred squared 

meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED THIRTY NINE-

EIGHTY; SIXTY EIGHT) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO 

THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED TWENTY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot FORTY FOUR-B apt for 

building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot forty three; to the SOUTH: lot destined for playground; 

to the EAST: street with twenty meters; to the WEST: block F, with a measure of eight hundred meters with forty two squared 

decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED FORTY-

EIGHTY; SIXTY NINE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO 

THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED THIRTY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot ONE-C apt for building, 

which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with thirty two meters; to the SOUTH: lot two; to the EAST: lot 

destined for playground; to the WEST: street with thirty eight meters with sixty seven centimeters, with a measure of nine 

hundred three meters with eighty seven squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED 

FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIFTY SIX-EIGHTY ONE; SEVENTY) real estate property duly recorded under 

the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED THIRTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, 

which is by its nature lot TWO-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot one; to the 

SOUTH: lot three; to the EAST: lot destined for playground; to the WEST: street with eighteen meters with thirty six 

centimeters, with a measure of seven hundred forty two meters with eighty three squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded 

survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIFTY FIVE-EIGHTY ONE; SEVENTY 

ONE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE 

HUNDRED THIRTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THREE-C apt for building, which current and 

accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot two; to the SOUTH: lot four; to the EAST: lot destined for playground; to the WEST; 

street with twenty meters, with a measure of eighty hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIFTY FOUR-EIGHTY ONE; SEVENTY TWO) real estate 

property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED THIRTY 

NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is by its nature lot FOUR-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the 

NORTH: lot three; to the SOUTH: lot five; to the EAST: lot destined for a park; to the WEST: street with twenty meters, with a 

measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN 

THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY FIVE-EIGHTY ONE; SEVENTY THREE) real estate property duly recorded under 

the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FORTY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, 

which is by its nature lot FIVE-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot four; to the 

SOUTH: lot six; to the EAST: lot destined for a park; to the WEST: street with twenty meters, with a measure of eight hundred 

squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED 

FIFTY SEVEN-EIGHTY ONE; SEVENTY FOUR) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page 

number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FORTY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SIX-C 



apt for building, which current and accurate are to the NORTH: lot five; to the SOUTH: lot seven; to the EAST: lot destined for a 

park; to the WEST: street with twenty meters, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey 

number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIFTY EIGHT-EIGHTY ONE; SEVENTY 

FIVE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE 

HUNDRED FORTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SEVEN-C apt for building, which current and 

accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot six; to the SOUTH: lot eight; to the EAST: lot destined for a park; to the WEST: 

street with twenty meters, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIFTY NINE-EIGHTY ONE; SEVENTY SIX) real estate property 

duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FORTY SEVEN-

ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot EIGHT-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the 

NORTH: lot seven; to the SOUTH: lot nine; to the EAST: lot destined for a park; to the WEST: street with twenty meters, with a 

measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded  survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN 

THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND SIXTY-EIGHTY ONE; SEVENTY SEVEN) real estate property duly recorded under 

the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FORTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, 

which is by its nature lot NINE-C, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot eight; to the SOUTH: lot ten; to 

the EAST: lot destined for a park; to the WEST: street with twenty meters with seventy centimeters, with a measure of eight 

hundred thirty one meters with twenty squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED 

FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY ONE-EIGHTY ONE; SEVENTY EIGHT) real estate property duly 

recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIFTY ONE-ZERO 

ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TEN-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH; lot 

nine and lot destined  for a park; to the SOUTH: lot eleven; to the EAST: Efraín Rosales Suáres; to the WEST: street with twenty 

meters with forty five centimeters, with a measure of six hundred four meters with seventy eight squared decimeters, pursuant to 

the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY TWO-EIGHTY ONE; 

SEVENTY NINE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO 

THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIFTY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot ELEVEN-C apt for building, 

which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot ten; to the SOUTH: lot twelve; to the EAST: Efraín Rosales 

Suárez; to the WEST: street with twenty meters with forty four centimeters, with a measure of one thousand six hundred thirty 

four meters with ninety squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN 

THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY THREE-EIGHTY ONE; EIGHTY) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIFTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which 

is by its nature lot TWELVE-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot eleven; to the 

SOUTH: lot thirteen; to the EAST: Efraín Rosales Suárez; to the WEST; street with twenty meters, with a measure of one 

thousand six hundred forty six meters with nineteen squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY FOUR-EIGHTY ONE; EIGHTY ONE) real estate property 



duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIFTY SEVEN-

ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THIRTEEN-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the 

NORTH: lot twelve; to the SOUTH: lot fourteen; to the EAST: Efraín Rosales Suárez; to the WEST; street with twenty meters, 

with a measure of one thousand seven hundred eight meters with ninety six squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey 

number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY SIX-EIGHTY ONE; EIGHTY TWO) real 

estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED 

FIFTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot FOURTEEN-C apt for building, which current and accurate 

boundaries are to the NORTH: lot thirteen; to the SOUTH: lot fifteen; to the EAST: Efraín Rosales Suárez; to the WEST: street 

with twenty meters with thirty six centimeters, with a measure of one thousand seven hundred seventy two meters with fifty eight 

squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE 

HUNDRED SIXTY SEVEN-EIGHTY ONE; EIGHTY THREE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic 

registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its 

nature lot FIFTEEN-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot fourteen; to the SOUTH: 

lot sixteen; to the EAST: Efraín Rosales Suárez; to the WEST: street with twenty meters with thirty centimeters, with a measure 

of one thousand six hundred thirty eight meters with forty two squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-

FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY EIGHT-EIGHTY ONE; EIGHTY FOUR) real estate 

property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY 

THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SIXTEEN-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are 

to the NORTH: lot fifteen; to the SOUTH: lot seventeen; to the EAST: Efraín Rosales Suárez; to the WEST; street with twenty 

one meters, with a  measure of one thousand four hundred ninety three meters with thirty two squared decimeters, pursuant to the 

recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY NINE-EIGHT ONE; 

EIGHTY FIVE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND 

NINE HUNDRED SIXTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SEVENTEEN-C apt for building, which current 

and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot sixteen; to the SOUTH; lot eighteen; to the EAST: Efraín Rosales Suárez; to the 

WEST; street with seventeen meters with fifty eight centimeters, with a measure of one thousand three hundred forty one meters 

with seventy six squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND 

NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY-ZERO ZERO ZERO; EIGHTY SIX) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic 

registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its 

nature apt lot EIGHTEEN-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot seventeen; to the 

SOUTH: lot nineteen; to the EAST: Efraín Rosales Suárez; to the WEST: street with seventeen meters with fifty eight 

centimeters, with a measure of one thousand six hundred thirty seven meters with thirty five squared decimeters, pursuant to the 

recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY ONE-EIGHTY ONE; 

EIGHTY SEVEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO 

THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot NINETEEN-C apt for building, 



which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot eighteen; to the SOUTH: lot twenty; to the EAST: Efraín Rosales  

Suárez; to the WEST: street with seventeen meters with sixty two centimeters, with a measure of one thousand one hundred 

twenty three meters with sixty six squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED 

FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY TWO-EIGHTY ONE; EIGHTY EIGHT) real estate property duly 

recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY ONE-ZERO 

ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY-C apt for building, which correct and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: 

lot nineteen; to the SOUTH: lot twenty one; to the EAST: Efraín Rosales Suárez; to the WEST: street with twenty meters, with a 

measure of one thousand two hundred eighty three meters with fifty six squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey 

number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY THREE-EIGHTY ONE; EIGHTY 

NINE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE 

HUNDRED SEVENTY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY ONE-C apt for building, which 

current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot twenty; to the SOUTH: lot twenty two; to the EAST: Efraín Rosales 

Suárez; to the WEST: street with twenty meters, with a measure of one thousand three hundred meters with fifty three squared 

decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED 

SEVENTY FOUR-EIGHTY ONE; NINETY) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number 

FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY 

TWO-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot twenty one; to the SOUTH; lot twenty 

three; to the EAST: Efraín Rosales Suárez; to the WEST: street with twenty meters, with a measure of one thousand three 

hundred ten meters with fifty two squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED 

FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY FIVE-EIGHTY ONE; NINETY ONE) real estate property duly 

recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY THREE-

ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY SIX-C apt for building , which current and accurate boundaries are to 

the NORTH: lot twenty five; to the SOUTH: lot destined for playground; to the EAST: Efraín Rosales Suárez; to the WEST: 

street with thirteen meters with sixteen centimeters, with a measure of one thousand sixty five meters with sixty eight squared 

decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED 

SEVENTY NINE-EIGHTY ONE; NINETY TWO) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page 

number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is lot TWENTY SEVEN-C 

apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with seventeen meters with seventy seven 

centimeters; to the SOUTH: lot destined for playground; to the EAST: street with thirty two meters with fifty centimeters; to the 

WEST: lot twenty eight, with a measure of nine hundred nineteen meters with ninety five squared decimeters, pursuant to the 

recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY ONE-EIGHTY ONE; 

NINETY THREE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO 

THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY EIGHT-C apt for 

building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with seventeen meters with seventy two centimeters; 



to the SOUTH: lot destined for playground; to the EAST: lot twenty seven; to the WEST; lot twenty nine, with a measure of 

seven hundred forty four meters with twenty four squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY TWO-EIGHTY ONE; NINETY FOUR) real estate 

property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY 

NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY NINE-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries 

are to the NORTH: street with seventeen meters with seventy two meters; to the SOUTH: lot destined for playground; to the 

EAST: lot twenty eight; to the WEST; lot thirty, with a measure of seven hundred forty four meters with twenty four squared 

decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED 

EIGHTY THREE-EIGHTY ONE; NINETY FIVE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page 

number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED NINETY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THIRTY 

–C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with seventeen meters with seventy two 

squared centimeters; to the SOUTH; shoreline zone; to the EAST: lot twenty nine; to the WEST: lot thirty one, with a measure of 

seven hundred eighty three meters with thirty three squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY FOUR-EIGHTY ONE; NINETY SIX) real estate property 

duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED NINETY THREE-

ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THIRTY ONE-C at for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the 

NORTH: street with fifteen meters with twenty two centimeters; to the SOUTH: shoreline zone; to the EAST; lot thirty; to the 

WEST: northwest with street with forty two meters with thirty seven centimeters, with a measure of seven hundred seventy two 

meters with forty nine squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN 

THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY FIVE-EIGHTY ONE; NINETY SEVEN) real estate property duly recorded under 

the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED NINETY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, 

which is by its nature lot THIRTY THREE-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot 

thirty four; to the SOUTH: lot destined for easement; to the EAST: street with twenty one meters with eighty two centimeters; to 

the WEST: lot sixty two, with a measure of one thousand seven meters with nineteen squared decimeters, pursuant to the 

recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND THREE-EIGHTY ONE; NINETY EIGHT) real estate 

property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED NINETY 

NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is by its nature lot THIRTY FOUR-C, which current and accurate boundaries are to the 

NORTH: lot thirty five; to the SOUTH: lot thirty three; to the EAST: street with twenty seven meters; to the WEST: lot sixty 

two, with a measure of nine hundred four meters with forty one squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-

FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND TWO-EIGHTY ONE; NINETY NINE) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot 

THIRTY FIVE-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot thirty six; to the SOUTH: lot 

thirty four; to the EAST: street with twenty one meters with ninety nine centimeters; to the WEST: lots sixty two and sixty one, 

with a measure of nine hundred thirty two meters with fifty eight squared decimeters, with a measure of nine hundred thirty two 



meters with fifty eight squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN 

THOUSAND ONE-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page 

number FORTY THREE THOUSAND THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THIRTY SIX-C apt for building, 

which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot thirty seven; to the SOUTH; lot thirty five; to the EAST: street 

with twenty meters; to the WEST: lots sixty and sixty one, with a measure of nine hundred fifty nine meters with twenty eight 

squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND-EIGHTY ONE; 

ONE HUNDRED ONE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE 

THOUSAND FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is lot THIRTY SEVEN-C apt for building, which current and accurate 

boundaries are to the NORTH: lot thirty eight; to the SOUTH: lot thirty six; to the EAST: street with twenty meters; to the 

WEST: lots fifty nine and sixty, with a measure of eight hundred forty two meters with sixty five squared decimeters, pursuant to 

the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED NINETY SEVEN-EIGHTY 

ONE; ONE HUNDRED TWO) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY 

THREE THOUSAND SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THIRTY EIGHT-C apt for building, which 

current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot thirty nine; to the SOUTH: lot thirty seven; to the EAST: street with 

twenty meters; to the WEST: lots fifty eight and fifty nine, with a measure of eight hundred seventy meters with twenty seven 

squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE 

HUNDRED NINETY FOUR-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED THREE) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot 

THIRTY NINE-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot forty; to the SOUTH: lot thirty 

eight; to the EAST: street with nineteen meters with ninety nine centimeters; to the WEST: lots fifty six and fifty seven, with a 

measure of seven hundred fifty meters with thirty two squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY SEVEN-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED FOUR) real 

estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND ELEVEN-ZERO 

ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot FORTY-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: 

lot forty one; to the SOUTH: lot thirty nine; to the EAST: street with twenty meters; to the WEST: lots fifty five and fifty six, 

with a measure of seven hundred forty four meters with two squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-

FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY SIX-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED FIVE) real 

estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND THIRTEEN-ZERO 

ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot FORTY ONE-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the 

NORTH: lot forty two; to the SOUTH: lot forty; to the EAST: street with seventeen meters with seventy one centimeters; to the 

WEST: lots fifty four and fifty five, with a measure of seven hundred sixty meters with ninety three squared decimeters, pursuant 

to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY EIGHT-

EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED SIX) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number 

FORTY THREE THOUSAND FIFTEEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot FORTY TWO-C apt for building, 



which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot forty three; to the SOUTH: lot forty one; to the EAST: street with 

eighteen meters and sixty one centimeters; to the WEST: lots fifty three and fifty four, with a measure of seven hundred ninety 

two meters with thirty six squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN 

THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY NINE-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED SEVEN) real estate property duly recorded 

under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND SEVENTEEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by 

its nature lot FORTY THREE-C apt for construction, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot forty four; to 

the SOUTH: lot forty two; to the EAST: street with eighteen meters and sixty four centimeters; to the WEST: lots fifty two and 

fifty three, with a measure of seven hundred ninety nine meters with ninety four squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded 

survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED NINETY-EIGHTY ONE; ONE 

HUNDRED EIGHT) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE 

THOUSAND TWENTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot FORTY SEVEN-C apt for building, which current 

and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot forty eight; to the SOUTH: lot forty six; to the EAST: street with twenty three 

meters; to the WEST; lot forty nine, with a measure of seven hundred fourteen meters with seventy seven squared decimeters, 

pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED NINETY FIVE-

EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED NINE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number 

FORTY THREE THOUSAND THIRTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot FIFTY FOUR-C apt for building, 

which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot fifty three; to the SOUTH: lot fifty five; to the EAST: lots forty 

one and forty two; to the WEST: street with twenty meters, with a measure of eight hundred twenty nine meters with ninety six 

squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND EIGHT-EIGHTY 

ONE; ONE HUNDRED TEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY 

THREE THOUSAND FORTY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot FIFTY FIVE-C apt for building, which 

current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot fifty four; to the SOUTH: lot fifty six; to the EAST: lots forty and forty 

one; to the WEST; street with fifteen meters and one centimeter, with a measure of eight hundred seventeen meters with seventy 

four squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND NINE-EIGHTY 

ONE; ONE HUNDRED ELEVEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY 

THREE THOUSAND FORTY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot FIFTY SIX-C apt for building, which 

current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot fifty five; to the SOUTH: lot fifty seven; to the EAST: lots forty and 

thirty nine; to the WEST: street with twenty meters, with a measure of eight hundred forty one meters with seventy seven squared 

decimeters,  pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND TEN-EIGHTY ONE; ONE 

HUNDRED TWELVE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE 

THOUSAND FORTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot FIFTY SEVEN-C apt for building, which current 

and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot fifty six; to the SOUTH: lot fifty eight; to the EAST: lots thirty eighty and thirty 

nine; to the WEST: street with twenty meters, with a measure of eight hundred thirty eight meters with ninety eight squared 

decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND ELEVEN-EIGHTY ONE; 



ONE HUNDRED THIRTEEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY 

THREE THOUSAND FORTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot FIFTY EIGHT-C apt for building, which 

current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot fifty seven; to the SOUTH: lot fifty nine; to the EAST; lot thirty eight; to 

the WEST: street with twenty meters, with a measure of eight hundred thirty seven meters with fifty six squared decimeters, 

pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND TWELVE-EIGHTY ONE; ONE 

HUNDRED FOURTEEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE 

THOUSAND FORTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot FIFTY NINE-C apt for building, which current and 

accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot fifty eight; to the SOUTH: lot sixty; to the EAST: lots thirty seven and thirty eight; to 

the WEST: not indicated, with a measure of nine hundred eight meters with sixty six squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded 

survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND THIRTEEN-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED FIFTEEN) real 

estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND FIFTY ONE-ZERO 

ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SIXTY-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot 

fifty nine; to the SOUTH: lot sixty one; to the EAST: lots thirty six and thirty seven; to the WEST: street with twenty meters, 

with a measure of nine hundred eighty nine meters with eighty six squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number 

G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND FOURTEEN-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED SIXTEEN) real estate property 

duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND FIFTY THREE-ZERO ZERO 

ZERO, which is by its nature lot SIXTY ONE-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot 

sixty; to the SOUTH: lot sixty two; to the EAST: lots thirty five and thirty six; to the WEST: street with a front of nineteen 

meters and ninety eight centimeters, with a measure of one thousand meters with nineteen squared decimeters, pursuant to the 

recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND FIFTEEN-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED 

SEVENTEEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND 

FIFTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SIXTY TWO-C apt for building, which current and accurate 

boundaries are to the NORTH: lot sixty one; to the SOUTH: easement; to the EAST: lots thirty three, thirty four and thirty five; 

to the WEST: street with fourteen meters and ninety nine centimeters, with a measure of one  thousand two hundred twenty three 

meters with thirteen squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND 

SIXTEEN-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED EIGHTEEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration 

page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND FIFTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SIXTY THREE-C 

apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: easement; to the SOUTH: street with thirty six meters 

and seventy one centimeters; to the EAST: lot thirty two; to the WEST: street with twenty five meters and sixteen centimeters, 

with a measure of one thousand two hundred five meters with fourteen squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey 

number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND SEVENTEEN-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED NINETEEN) real 

estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND FIFTY NINE-ZERO 

ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SIXTY FOUR-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the 

NORTH: street with twenty meters and eighty three centimeters; to the SOUTH: shoreline zone; to the EAST: street with thirty 



six meters and eighty seven centimeters; to the WEST: lot sixty five, with a measure of eight hundred sixteen meters with eighty 

nine squared decimeters, pursuant to recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND EIGHTEEN-

EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED TWENTY) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number 

FORTY THREE THOUSAND SIXTY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SIXTY FIVE-C apt for building, 

which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH; street with twenty meters; to the SOUTH: shoreline zone; to the 

EAST: lot sixty four; to THE WEST: lot sixty six, with a measure of seven hundred forty two meters with fifty four squared 

decimeters, pursuant to recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND NINETEEN-EIGHTY ONE; 

ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY ONE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number 

FORTY THREE THOUSAND SIXTY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SIXTY SIX-C apt for building, 

which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters; to the SOUTH: shoreline zone; to the 

EAST: lot sixty five; to the WEST: lot sixty seven, with a measure of seven hundred twenty two meters with twenty squared 

decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND TWENTY-EIGHTY ONE; 

ONE HUNDRED TWENTY TWO) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY 

THREE THOUSAND SIXTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SIXTY SEVEN-C apt for building, which 

current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters; to the SOUTH: shoreline zone; to the EAST: lot 

sixty six; to the WEST: lot sixty eight, with a measure of six hundred ninety eight meters with forty six squared decimeters, 

pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND TWENTY ONE-EIGHTY ONE;  ONE 

HUNDRED TWENTY THREE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY 

THREE THOUSAND SIXTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SIXTY EIGHT-C apt for building, which 

current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters; to the SOUTH: shoreline zone; to the EAST: lot 

sixty seven; to the WEST; lot sixty nine, with a measure of six hundred seventy one meters with forty one squared decimeters, 

pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND TWENTY TWO-EIGHTY ONE; ONE 

HUNDRED TWENTY FOUR) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY 

THREE THOUSAND SIXTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SIXTY NINE-C apt for building, which 

current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters; to the SOUTH; shoreline zone; to the EAST: lot 

sixty eight; to the WEST: lot seventy, with a measure of six hundred forty one meters with eighty five squared decimeters, 

pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND TWENTY THREE-EIGHTY ONE; 

ONE HUNDRED TWENTY FIVE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY 

THREE THOUSAND SEVENTY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SEVENTY-C apt for building, which 

current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters with one centimeter; to the SOUTH; shoreline 

zone; to the EAST: lot sixty nine; to the WEST: lot seventy one, with a measure of six hundred twenty meters with twenty eight 

squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND TWENTY FOUR-

EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED TWENTY SIX) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page 

number FORTY THRE THOUSAND SEVENTY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SEVENTY ONE-C 



apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with fourteen meters with ninety nine 

centimeters; to the SOUTH: shoreline zone; to the EAST: lot seventy; and WEST: destined for tourism purposes, with a measure 

of six hundred sixty seven meters with four squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED 

FIFTEEN THOUSAND TWENTY FIVE-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED TWENTY SEVEN) real estate property duly 

recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND EIGHTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, 

which is by its nature lot SEVENTY NINE-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: 

northeast with street with seventy one meters and nineteen centimeters; to the SOUTH: lots seventy six, seventy seven and 

seventy eight; to the EAST: not recorded; to the WEST: lot eighty, with a measure of one thousand one hundred forty nine meters 

with eighteen squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND 

THIRTY THREE-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED TWENTY EIGHT) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND NINETY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO  which is lot EIGHTY-

C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty one meters and twenty six 

centimeters; to the SOUTH: lot seventy five; to the EAST: lot seventy nine; to the WEST: lot eighty one, with a measure of eight 

hundred forty four meters with twenty five squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED 

FIFTEEN THOUSAND THIRTY FOUR-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED TWENTY NINE) real estate property duly 

recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND NINETY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, 

which is by its nature lot EIGHTY TWO-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH; street 

with twenty meters; to the SOUTH: lot seventy three; to the EAST: lot eighty one; to the WEST: lot eighty three, with a measure 

of eight hundred seventeen meters with seventy five squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND THIRTY SIX-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED THIRTY) real estate property duly 

recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND NINETY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, 

which is by its nature lot EIGHTY FOUR-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH; lot 

eighty five; to the SOUTH: street with fifty meters with forty two centimeters; to the EAST: lots ninety four and ninety five; to 

the WEST: street with twelve meters and eighteen centimeters, with a measure of nine hundred ninety two meters with ninety 

three squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND THIRTY 

EIGHT-EIGHTY ONE;   ONE HUNDRED THIRTY ONE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration 

page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot EIGHTY 

FIVE-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot eighty six; to the SOUTH: lot eighty four; 

to the EAST: lots ninety four and ninety three; to the WEST: street with twenty meters and sixty six centimeters, with a measure 

of nine hundred thirty three meters with fifty squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED 

FIFTEEN THOUSAND THIRTY NINE-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED THIRTY TWO) real estate property duly recorded 

under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, 

which is by its nature lot EIGHTY SIX-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot eighty 

seven; to the SOUTH: lot eighty five; to the EAST: lots ninety three and ninety two; to the WEST: street with nineteen meter and 



seventy eight centimeters, with a measure of eight hundred sixty three meters with fifty eight squared decimeters, pursuant to the 

recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND FORTY TWO-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED 

THIRTY THREE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE 

THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTEEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot NINETY ONE-C apt for building, 

which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lots eighty nine and ninety; to the SOUTH: lot ninety two; to the 

EAST; street with twenty meters with one centimeter; to the WEST: lot eighty seven, with a measure of eight hundred twenty one 

meters with ten squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND 

FORTY FIVE-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED THIRTY FOUR) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic 

registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTEEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its 

nature lot NINETY TWO-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot ninety one; to the 

SOUTH; ninety three; to the EAST: street with twenty one meters with one centimeter; to the WEST: lots eighty six and eighty 

seven, with a measure of eight hundred fifty meters with sixty seven squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number 

G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND FORTY SIX-EIGHTY ONE;   ONE HUNDRED THIRTY FIVE) real estate 

property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED 

SEVENTEEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot NINETY THREE-C apt for building, which current and accurate 

boundaries are to the NORTH: lot ninety two; to the SOUTH; lot ninety four; to the EAST: street with twenty five meters with 

forty eight centimeters; to the WEST: lots eighty five and eighty six, with a measure of eight hundred eighty seven meters with 

sixteen squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND FORTY 

SEVEN-EIGHTY ONE;  ONE HUNDRED THIRTY SIX) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration 

page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED NINETEEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot 

NINETY FOUR-C apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot ninety three; to the SOUTH: 

lot ninety five; to the EAST: street with twenty meters with ten centimeters; to the WEST: lots eighty four and eighty five with a 

measure of eight hundred twenty one meters with eighty two squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-

FOUR HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND FORTY EIGHT-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED THIRTY SEVEN) real estate 

property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED 

SEVENTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY ONE-D apt for building, which current and 

accurate boundaries are to the NORTH; Beleida Zuñiga Rosales; to the SOUTH: street with seventeen meters with ninety five 

centimeters; to the EAST: lot twenty two; to the WEST: lot destined for a playground, with a measure of one thousand two 

hundred twenty three meters with eight squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED 

THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED NINE-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED THIRTY EIGHT) real estate property 

duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY 

NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY TWO-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries 

are to the NORTH: Beleida Zuñiga Rosales; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot twenty three; to the 

WEST: lot twenty one, with a measure of one thousand five hundred eighty eight meters with sixty five squared decimeters, 



pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TEN-EIGHTY 

ONE; ONE HUNDRED THIRTY NINE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number 

FORTY THREE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY 

THREE-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: Beleida Zuñiga Rosales; to the SOUTH: 

street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot twenty four; to the WEST: lot twenty two, with a measure of one thousand seven 

hundred twenty six meters with ninety eight squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED 

THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHT-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED FORTY) real estate property duly 

recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY THREE-

ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is lot TWENTY FOUR-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the 

NORTH: Beleida Zuñiga Rosales; to the SOUTH: street with eighteen meters; to the EAST: lots twenty five and twenty six; to 

the WEST: lot twenty three, with a measure of one thousand six hundred sixty one meters with ninety nine squared decimeters, 

pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TWELVE-EIGHTY 

ONE;  ONE HUNDRED FORTY ONE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number 

FORTY THREE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY 

FIVE-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: northeast with lot twenty six; to the SOUTH: 

northwest with lot twenty four; to the EAST: street with forty four meters and sixty eight centimeters; to the WEST: not 

recorded; with a measure of one thousand twenty one meters with sixty two squared decimeters, pursuant to recorded survey 

number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTEEN-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED 

FORTY TWO) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND 

ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY SIX-D apt for building, which 

current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: Beleida Zuñiga Rosales and lot twenty four; to the SOUTH: street with 

nineteen meters and thirty three centimeters; to the EAST: lot twenty seven; to the WEST: lots twenty four and twenty five, 

pursuant to recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN ONE HUNDRED FOURTEEN-EIGHTY ONE;  ONE 

HUNDRED FORTY THREE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY 

THREE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY SEVEN-D 

apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: Beleida Zuñiga Rosales; to the SOUTH: street with 

nineteen meters with thirty three centimeters; to the EAST: lot twenty eight; to the WEST: lot twenty six, with a measure of one 

thousand one hundred eighty two meters with twenty nine squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTEEN-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED FORTY FOUR) real 

estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED 

NINETY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWENTY EIGHT-D apt for building, which current and accurate 

boundaries are to the NORTH: Beleida Zuñiga Rosales; to the SOUTH: street with nineteen meters with thirty three centimeters; 

to the EAST: lot twenty nine; to the WEST: lot twenty seven, with a measure of one thousand seventy four meters with thirty 

eighty squared decimeters, pursuant to recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE 



HUNDRED FIFTEEN-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED FORTY FIVE) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED NINETY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, 

which is by its nature lot TWENTY NINE-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: Beleida 

Zuñiga Rosales; to the SOUTH; street with twenty meters with thirty eight centimeters; to the EAST: lot thirty; to the WEST: lot 

twenty eight, with a measure of one thousand sixty nine meters with ninety nine squared decimeters, pursuant to recorded survey 

number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTEEN-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED 

FORTY SIX) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND 

ONE HUNDRED NINETY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THIRTY-D apt for building, which current and 

accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: Beleida Zuñiga Rosales; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot 

thirty one; to the west: lot twenty nine, with a measure of one thousand thirty meters with eight squared decimeters, pursuant to 

the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHTEEN-EIGHTY ONE; 

ONE HUNDRED FORTY SEVEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY 

THREE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED NINETY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THIRTY ONE-D apt 

for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: Beleida Zuñiga Rosales; to the SOUTH: street with 

twenty meters; to the EAST; lot thirty two; to the WEST: lot thirty, with a measure of one thousand two hundred thirty five 

meters with seventy seven squared decimeters, pursuant to recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN 

THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED NINETEEN-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED FORTY EIGHT) real estate property duly 

recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSNAD ONE HUNDRED NINETY NINE-ZERO 

ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THIRTY TWO-D apt for building, which current and accurate are to the NORTH: 

Beleida Zuñiga Rosales; to the SOUTH: street with nineteen meters with ninety nine centimeters; to the EAST: lot thirty four and 

thirty three; to the WEST: lot thirty one, with a measure of one thousand two hundred sixty meters with eighteen squared 

decimeters, pursuant to recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-

EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED FORTY NINE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page 

number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is lot THIRTY THREE-D apt for 

building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: northeast lot thirty four; to the SOUTH: northwest with lot 

thirty two; to the EAST: street with forty nine meters with ninety six centimeters; to the WEST: not recorded, with a measure of 

one thousand two hundred sixty three meters with ninety seven squared decimeters, pursuant to recorded survey number G-

FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TWENTY ONE-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED FIFTY) 

real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO 

HUNDRED THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THIRTY FOUR-D apt for building, which current and 

accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: Beleida Zuñiga Rosales; to the SOUTH: street with nineteen meters and ninety five 

centimeters; to the EAST: lot thirty five; to the WEST: lots thirty two and thirty three, with a measure of one thousand three 

hundred seventy nine meters with sixty nine squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED 

THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED FIFTY ONE) real estate property 



duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIVE-ZERO 

ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THIRTY FIVE-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the 

NORTH; Beleida Zuñiga Rosales; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST; lot thirty six; to the WEST: lot thirty 

four, with a measure of one thousand one hundred eighty one meters with eighty nine squared decimeters, pursuant to the 

recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TWENTY THREE-EIGHTY ONE; 

ONE HUNDRED FIFTY TWO) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY 

THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is by its nature lot THIRTY SIX-D apt for 

building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: Beleida Zuñiga Rosales; to the SOUTH: street with twenty 

meters; to the EAST: lot thirty seven; to the WEST: lot thirty five, with a measure of nine hundred seventy five meters with 

sixteen squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAN DONE 

HUNDRED TWENTY FOUR-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED FIFTY THREE) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is by 

its nature lot THIRTY SEVEN-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: Beleida Zuñiga 

Rosales; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot thirty eight; to the WEST: lot thirty six, with a measure of 

seven hundred sixty eight meters with eighty six squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TWENTY FIVE-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED FIFTY FOUR) 

real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO 

HUNDRED ELEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THIRTY EIGHT-D apt for building, which current and 

accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: Beleida Zuñiga Rosales; to the SOUTH: street with forty meters and eighty four 

centimeters; to the EAST: lot thirty eight-R; to the WEST: lot thirty seven, with a measure of nine hundred sixty seven meters 

with sixty eight squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND 

ONE HUNDRED TWENTY SIX-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED FIFTY FIVE) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIFTEEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is 

by its nature lot THIRTY NINE-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot destined for a 

park; to the SOUTH: lot forty; to the EAST: lot destined for a park; to the WEST: street with nineteen meters and eighty nine 

centimeters, with a measure of nine hundred seventy one meters with seventy nine squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded 

survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TWENTY EIGHT-EIGHTY ONE; ONE 

HUNDRED FIFTY SIX) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE 

THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVENTEEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot FORTY-D apt for building, 

which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot destined for a park and lot thirty nine; to the SOUTH: lots forty 

one, forty two and forty three; to the EAST: lot forty four; to the WEST: street with twenty meters, with a measure of one 

thousand one hundred eight meters with forty eight squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TWENTY NINE-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED FIFTY SEVEN) 

real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO 



HUNDRED NINETEEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot forty; to the 

SOUTH: street with twenty meters with eighty eight centimeters; to the EAST: lot forty two; to the WEST; street with thirty 

seven meters and sixty six centimeters, with a measure of seven hundred twenty six meters with four squared decimeters, 

pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY-EIGHTY 

ONE; ONE HUNDRED FIFTY EIGHT) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number 

FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWENTY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is by its nature lot FORTY 

TWO-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot forty; to the SOUTH: street with twenty 

meters; to the EAST; lot forty three; to the WEST: lot forty one, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the 

recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY ONE-EIGHTY ONE;  

ONE HUNDRED FIFTY NINE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY 

THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWENTY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is by its nature lot FORTY THREE-D 

apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot forty; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to 

the EAST: lot forty four; to the WEST: lot forty two, with a measure of eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded 

survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY TWO-EIGHTY ONE; ONE 

HUNDRED SIXTY) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE 

THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWENTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is by its nature lot FORTY FOUR-D apt for 

building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot destined for a park; to the SOUTH: street with twenty 

meters; to the EAST: lot forty five; to the WEST: lots forty and forty three, with a measure of one thousand two hundred squared 

meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY 

THREE-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED SIXTY ONE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration 

page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWENTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature 

lot FORTY FIVE-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH; Efráin Rosales Suárez and lot 

destined for a park; to the SOUTH; street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot forty six and Efraín Rosales Suárez; to the WEST; 

lot forty four, with a measure of one thousand two hundred ninety eight meters with fifty four squared decimeters, pursuant to the 

recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY FOUR-EIGHTY ONE; 

ONE HUNDRED SIXTY TWO) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY 

THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWENTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot FORTY SIX-D apt 

for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: Efraín Rosales Suárez; to the SOUTH; street with twenty 

eight meters with ninety eight centimeters; to the EAST: lot forty seven; to the WEST: lot forty five, with a measure of one 

thousand two hundred seventy nine meters with forty six squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY FIVE-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED SIXTY THREE) 

real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO 

HUNDRED THIRTY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is lot FORTY SEVEN-D apt for building, which current and accurate 

boundaries are to the NORTH: Efraín Rosales Suárez; to the SOUTH: lot forty eight and lot destined for a park; to the EAST: 



Efraín Rosales Suárez; to the WEST: lot forty six and street with forty meters, with a measure of one thousand five hundred 

ninety one meters with twenty four squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED 

THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY SIX-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED SIXTY FOUR) real estate 

property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED 

THIRTY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is by its nature lot FORTY EIGHT-D apt for building, which current and 

accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot forty seven; to the SOUTH: lot destined for a park; to the EAST: lot destined for a 

park; to the WEST: lot destined for a easement and street with eleven meters with sixty five centimeters, with a measure of eight 

hundred eighty four meters with eight seven squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED 

THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY SEVEN-EIGHTY ONE;  ONE HUNDRED SIXTY FIVE) real estate 

property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED 

THIRTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZRO , which is by its nature lot FORTY NINE-D apt for building, which current and accurate 

boundaries are to the NORTH: street with thirteen meters and twenty six centimeters; to the SOUTH: lot destined for a park; to 

the EAST: lot destined for a easement; to the WEST: lots fifty and eighty nine, with a measure of eight hundred twenty squared 

meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY 

EIGHT-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED SIXTY SIX) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration 

page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED THIRTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is by its nature 

lot FIFTY-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty three meters and 

ninety three centimeters; to the SOUTH: lot eighty nine; to the EAST; lot forty nine; to the WEST; lot fifty one, with a measure 

of seven hundred twenty eight meters with fourteen squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY NINE-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED SIXTY SEVEN) 

real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO 

HUNDRED THIRTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is lot FIFTY ONE-D apt for building, which current and accurate 

boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters; to the SOUTH: lot eighty eight; to the EAST: lot fifty; to the WEST: 

lot fifty two, with a measure of seven hundred sixty five squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED SIXTY EIGHT) real 

estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSNAD TWO HUNDRED 

FORTY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot FIFTY TWO-D apt for building, which current and accurate 

boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters; to the SOUTH: lot eighty seven; to the EAST: lot fifty one; to the 

WEST; lot fifty three, with a measure of seven hundred sixty two meters with twenty squared decimeters, pursuant to the 

recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY ONE-EIGHTY ONE; 

ONE HUNDRED SIXTY NINE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY 

THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FORTY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is by its nature lot FIFTY THREE-D apt 

for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters; to the SOUTH: lot eighty six; 

to the EAST; lot fifty two; to the WEST; lot fifty four, with a measure of seven hundred fifty nine meters with forty squared 



decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY 

TWO-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page 

number FORTY THREE THOUSNAD TWO HUNDRED FORTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot FIFTY 

FOUR-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters; to the SOUTH: 

lot eighty five; to the EAST; lot fifty three; to the WEST: lot fifty five, with a measure of seven hundred fifty six meters with 

sixty squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE 

HUNDRED FORTY THREE-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY ONE) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FORTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO , 

which is by its nature lot FIFTY FIVE-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with 

sixteen meters with ninety centimeters; to the SOUTH: lot eighty four; to the EAST; lot fifty four; to the WEST: street with thirty 

five meters with twenty eight centimeters, with a measure of seven hundred forty seven meters with forty nine squared 

decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY 

FOUR-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY TWO) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration 

page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FORTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is lot FIFTY SIX-D 

apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with eighteen meters with fifty six centimeters; 

to the SOUTH: lot eighty two; to the EAST: street with thirty four meters and sixteen centimeters; to the WEST: lot fifty seven, 

with a measure of seven hundred sixty six meters with twenty four squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number 

G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY THREE-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED 

SEVENTY THREE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE 

THOUNSAD TWO HUNDRED FIFTY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is by its nature lot FIFTY SEVEN-D apt for 

building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters; to the SOUTH: lot eighty two; to 

the EAST; lot fifty six; to the WEST: lot fifty eight, with a measure of eight hundred twenty one meters with seventy one squared 

decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY 

ONE-EIGHTY ONE;  ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY FOUR) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic 

registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIFTY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is by 

its nature lot FIFTY EIGHT-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH; street with eighteen 

meters with one centimeter; to the SOUTH: lot eighty one and eighty; to the EAST: lot fifty seven; to the WEST: lot fifty nine, 

with a measure of nine hundred twenty eight meters with ninety eight squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey 

number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY EIGHT-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED 

SEVENTY FIVE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE 

THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIFTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is by its nature lot FIFTY NINE-D apt for building, 

which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters and one centimeter; to the SOUTH: lots 

eighty and seventy nine; to the EAST: lot fifty eight; to the WEST: lot sixty, with a measure of eight hundred eighty nine meters 

with seventy five squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND 



ONE HUNDRED FORTY SIX-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY SIX) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIFTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO , 

which is by its nature lot SIXTY-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty 

meters and two centimeters; to the SOUTH: lots seventy eight and seventy nine; to the EAST; lot fifty nine; to the WEST: lot 

sixty one, with a measure of nine hundred fourteen meters with twenty two squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey 

number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY FIVE-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED 

SEVENTY SEVEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE 

THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIFTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is by its nature lot SIXTY ONE-D apt for building, 

which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with sixteen meters and eighty eight centimeters; to the 

SOUTH: lot seventy eight; to the EAST; lot sixty; to the WEST: lot destined for a easement, with a measure of one thousand 

nineteen meters with thirty squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN 

THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY SEVEN-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY EIGHT) real estate property 

duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSNAD TWO HUNDRED SIXTY ONE-

ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is by its nature lot SIXTY TWO-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to 

the NORTH: street with eighteen meters and sixty four centimeters; to the SOUTH: lot seventy seven; to the EAST: lot destined 

for a easement; to the WEST: lot sixty three, with a measure of seven hundred ninety six meters with one squared decimeter, 

pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY NINE-

EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY NINE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page 

number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIXTY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is by its nature lot 

SIXTY THREE-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters and 

sixty four centimeters; to the SOUTH: lots seventy seven and seventy six; to the EAST: lot sixty two; to the WEST: lot sixty 

four, with a measure of nine hundred fourteen meters with ninety eight squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey 

number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY-EIGHTY ONE;   ONE HUNDRED 

EIGHTY) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND 

TWO HUNDRED SIXTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SIXTY FOUR-D apt for building, which current 

and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters and nineteen centimeters; to the SOUTH: lots seventy six 

and seventy five; to the EAST; lot sixty three; to the WEST: lot sixty five, with a measure of nine hundred seventy three meters 

with thirty squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE 

HUNDRED FIFTY TWO-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY ONE) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIXTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO , 

which is by its nature lot SIXTY FIVE-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH; street with 

twenty meters; to the SOUTH: lots seventy four and seventy five; to the EAST: lot sixty four; to the WEST: lot sixty six, with a 

measure of nine hundred ninety eight meters with ninety squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY FOUR-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY TWO) 



real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO 

HUNDRED SIXTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SIXTY SIX-D apt for building, which current and 

accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters; to the SOUTH: lots seventy four and seventy three; to the 

EAST; lot sixty five; to the WEST; lot sixty seven, with a measure of nine hundred thirty six meters with four squared 

decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY 

FIVE-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY THREE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration 

page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot 

SIXTY SEVEN-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with twenty meters; to the 

SOUTH: lots seventy two; to the EAST: lot sixty six; to the WEST: lot sixty eight, with measure of eight hundred meters with 

thirty three squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE 

HUNDRED FIFTY SIX-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY FOUR) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY THREE-ZERO ZERO 

ZERO, which is by its nature lot SIXTY EIGHT-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: 

street with twenty four meters; to the SOUTH: lot seventy one; to the EAST: lot sixty seven; to the WEST: lot sixty nine, with a 

measure of eight hundred forty six meters with six squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY SEVEN-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY FIVE) 

real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO 

HUNDRED SEVENTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is by its nature lot SIXTY NINE-D apt for building, which current 

and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: street with eighteen meters; to the SOUTH: street with eighteen meters with one 

centimeter; to the EAST: lots sixty eight and seventy one; to the WEST: lot seventy, with a measure of one thousand one hundred 

nineteen meters with seventy four squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED 

THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY EIGHT-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY SIX) real estate 

property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED 

SEVENTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SEVENTY-D apt for building, which current and accurate 

boundaries are to the NORTH: street with forty four meters and forty five centimeters; to the SOUTH: street with forty three 

meters and thirteen centimeters; to the EAST: lot sixty nine; to the WEST: street with eight meters and twenty one centimeters, 

with a measure of one thousand one hundred forty one meters with eighty eight squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded 

survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY NINE-EIGHTY ONE;   ONE 

HUNDRED EIGHTY SEVEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY 

THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is by its nature lot SEVENTY ONE-D 

apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH; lots sixty eight and sixty seven; to the SOUTH: street 

with twenty eight meters; to the EAST; lot seventy two; to the WEST: lot sixty nine, with a measure of eight hundred ninety eight 

meters with forty nine squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN 

THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY EIGHT) real estate property duly 



recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY ONE-ZERO 

ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SEVENTY TWO-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the 

NORTH; lot sixty seven; to the SOUTH: street with twenty four meters and twenty four centimeters; to the EAST: lot seventy 

three; to the WEST; lot seventy one, with a measure of seven hundred eighty six meters with thirty three squared decimeters, 

pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRD THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY ONE-

EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY NINE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page 

number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot 

SEVENTY THREE-D, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot sixty six; to the SOUTH: street with twenty 

five meters and ten centimeters, with a measure of six hundred seventy meters with fifty five squared decimeters, pursuant to the 

recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY TWO-EIGHTY ONE;  

ONE HUNDRED NINETY) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE 

THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SEVENTE FOUR-D apt for 

building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot sixty six and sixty five; to the SOUTH: street with twenty 

meters; to the EAST: lot seventy five; to the WEST: lot seventy three, with a measure of seven hundred ninety nine meters with 

thirty seven squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE 

HUNDRED SIXTY THREE-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED NINETY ONE) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, 

which is by its nature lot SEVENTY FIVE-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lots 

sixty five and sixty four; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot seventy six; to the WEST: lot seventy four, 

with a measure of eight hundred twenty four meters with thirty three squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number 

G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY FOUR-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED NINETY 

TWO) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number  FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO 

HUNDRED EIGHTY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO , which is by its nature lot SEVENTY SIX-D, which current and accurate 

boundaries are to the NORTH: lots sixty four and sixty three; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot seventy 

seven; to the WEST: lot seventy five, with a measure of eight hundred forty six meters with ninety one squared decimeters, 

pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY FIVE-

EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED NINETY THREE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page 

number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot 

SEVENTY SEVEN-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lots sixty three and sixty two; 

to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot destined for a easement; to the WEST: lot seventy six, with a measure 

of nine hundred fifty eight meters with eighty nine squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY SIX-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED NINETY FOUR) real 

estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED 

NINETY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot SEVENTY EIGHT-D apt for building, which current and 



accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lots sixty one and sixty; to the SOUTH: street with thirty two meters and seventy three 

centimeters; to the EAST: southeast with street with fourteen meters with twenty two centimeters and east with lot seventy nine; 

to the WEST; lot destined for a easement, with a measure of one thousand nine hundred eleven meters with eighty six squared 

decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY 

SEVEN-EIGHTY ONE;  ONE HUNDRED NINETY FIVE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration 

page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot 

SEVENTY NINE-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lots sixty and fifty nine; to the 

SOUTH: street with twenty centimeters; to the EAST: lot eighty; to the WEST: lot seventy eight, with a measure of eight 

hundred forty two meters with seventy three squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED 

THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY EIGHT-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED NINETY SIX) real estate 

property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED 

NINETY SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot EIGHTY-D apt for building, which current and accurate 

boundaries are to the NORTH: lots fifty nine and fifty eight; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot eighty 

one; to the WEST: lot seventy nine, with a measure of eight hundred three meters with four squared decimeters, pursuant to the 

recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNFRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY NINE-EIGHTY ONE;  

ONE HUNDRED NINETY SEVEN) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY 

THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDED NINETY NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot EIGHTY ONE-D apt for 

building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot fifty eight; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to 

the EAST: lots eighty two and eighty three; to the WEST: lot eighty, with a measure of eight hundred twenty nine meters with 

forty one squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE 

HUNDRED SEVENTY-EIGHTY ONE; ONE HUNDRED NINETY EIGHT) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by 

its nature lot EIGHTY TWO-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lots fifty seven and 

fifty six; to the SOUTH: lot eighty three; to the EAST: street with twenty meters; to the WEST: lot eighty one, with a measure of 

seven hundred ninety nine meters with twenty one squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR 

HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY ONE-EIGHTY ONE;  ONE HUNDRED NINETY 

NINE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND TWO 

HUNDRED FORTY FOUR-A-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot EIGHTY THREE-D apt for building, which 

current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot eighty two; to the SOUTH: street with thirty seven meters and fifty 

centimeters; to the EAST: street with seventeen meters and fifty centimeters; to the WEST: lot eighty one, with a measure of 

seven hundred ninety five meters with eighty squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED 

THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY TWO-EIGHTY ONE; TWO HUNDRED) real estate property duly 

recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FORTY SIX-ZERO 

ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot EIGHTY FOUR-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the 



NORTH: lot fifty five; to the SOUTH: street with nineteen meters and fifty centimeters; to the EAST: lot eighty five; to the 

WEST: street with thirty five meters and seventy seven centimeters, with a measure of seven hundred seventy three meters with 

ninety five squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE 

HUNDRED SEVENTY THREE-EIGHTY ONE; TWO HUNDRED ONE) real estate property duly recorded under the 

systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FORTY EIGHT-ZERO ZERO ZERO, 

which is by its nature lot EIGHTY FIVE-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot fifty 

four; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot eighty six; to the WEST: lot eighty four, with a measure of 

seven hundred sixty two meters with eighty squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED 

THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY FOUR-EIGHTY ONE; TWO HUNDRED TWO) real estate property 

duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIFTY-ZERO 

ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot EIGHTY SIX-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the 

NORTH: lot fifty three; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot eighty seven; to the WEST: lot eighty five, 

with a measure of seven hundred sixty two meters with eighty squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-

FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY FIVE-EIGHTY ONE;  TWO HUNDRED 

THREE) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND TWO 

HUNDRED FIFTY TWO-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot EIGHTY SEVEN-D apt for building, which current 

and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot fifty two; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot eighty eight; 

to the WEST: lot eighty six, with a measure of seven hundred sixty two meters with eighty squared decimeters, pursuant to the 

recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY SIX-EIGHTY ONE; 

TWO HUNDRED FOUR) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO 

THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIFTY FOUR-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot EIGHTY EIGHT-D apt for 

building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot fifty one; to the SOUTH: street with seventeen meters 

and thirty eight centimeters; to the EAST: lot eighty nine; to the WEST: lot eighty seven, with a measure of seven hundred fifty 

eight meters with twelve squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN 

THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY SEVEN-EIGHTY ONE; TWO HUNDRED FIVE) real estate property duly 

recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIFTY SIX-ZERO 

ZERO ZERO, which is lot EIGHTY NINE-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: lot 

fifty; to the SOUTH: street with twelve meters with ninety nine centimeters; to the EAST: lot forty nine and lot destined for a 

park; to the WEST: lot eighty eight, with a measure of seven hundred thirty three meters with twenty eight squared decimeters, 

pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY EIGHT-

EIGHTY ONE; TWO HUNDRED SIX) real estate property duly recorded under the systematic registration page number 

FORTY THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED THIRTEEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which lot THIRTY EIGHT-R apt for 

building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: Beleida Zuñiga Rosales; to the SOUTH: street with forty two 

meters with twenty seven centimeters; to the EAST: road to Mata Palo; to the WEST: lot thirty eight, with a measure of three 



hundred one meters with eleven squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN 

THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TWENTY SEVEN-EIGHTY ONE; TWO HUNDRED SEVEN) real estate property duly 

recorded under the systematic registration page number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDREDC EIGHTY ONE-ZERO 

ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature terrain apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: Louis 

Audley Wilson Calhoun; to the SOUTH; lot twenty C and Villas de Playa Grande, Sociedad Anónima; to the EAST: Gregorio 

Paniagua López; to the WEST: public road Los Laureles with a eighteen meter forty eight centimeters front, with a measure of 

one thousand seventy four meters with eighty six squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-SIX 

HUNDRED SIX THOUSAND EIGHTY FIVE-TWO THOUSAND. SECOND: Mr. SAMII on behalf of VILLAS DE PLAYA 

GRANDE, S.A represented the following: a) that on the property recorded under number FORTY TWO THOUSAND SEVEN 

HUNDRED SEVEN-ZERO ZERO ZERO, the Public Registry recorded its west boundary as being “lot two A”, being the correct 

one “lots thirty one and thirty two”, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR 

HUNDRED THIRTY-EIGHTY, therefore such correction is requested to the Public Registry; b) that on the property recorded 

under number FORTY TWO THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, the Public Registry recorded its 

north and south boundaries as being “lot thirty three B” and “lot thirty five B”, being the correct ones “lot thirty four B” and “lot 

thirty six B”, pursuant to  the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED TWENTY 

SEVEN-EIGHTY, therefore such correction is requested to the Public Registry; c) that on the property recorded under number 

FORTY TWO THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FORTY EIGHT-ZERO ZERO ZERO, the Public Registry recorded its nature as 

being “LOT EIGHTY FIVE-B”, being the correct one “LOT EIGHTY FIVE-D”, pursuant to  the recorded survey number G-

FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY FOUR-EIGHTY ONE, therefore such correction is 

requested to the Public Registry; d) that on the property recorded under number FORTY TWO THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED 

FIFTY SIX-ZERO ZERO ZERO, the Public Registry recorded its nature as being “LOT EIGHTY NINE-E”, being the correct 

one “LOT EIGHTY NINE-D”, pursuant to  the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE 

HUNDRED SEVENTY EIGHT-EIGHTY ONE, therefore such correction is requested to the Public Registry; e) That due to a 

discrepancy between the measure recorded at the Public Registry and the measure represented in the recorded survey number G-

FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TWELVE-EIGHTY ONE regarding the real estate property 

number FORTY THREE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, the necessary correction is 

requested to the Public Registry in such a manner that the final measure is pursuant to the said survey, being such measure “ONE 

THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED SIXTY ONE METERS WITH NINETY NINE SQUARED DECIMETERS”; f) That due to a 

discrepancy between the measure recorded at the Public Registry and the measure represented in the recorded survey number G-

FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTEEN-EIGHTY ONE regarding the real estate property 

number FORTY THREE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED NINETY THREE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, the necessary correction is 

requested to the Public Registry in such a manner that the final measure is pursuant to the said survey, being such measure “ONE 

THOUSAND SIXTY NINE METERS WITH NINETY NINE SQUARED DECIMETERS”; g) That due to a discrepancy 

between the measure recorded at the Public Registry and the measure represented in the recorded survey number G-FOUR 



HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY THREE-EIGHTY ONE regarding the real estate property 

number FORTY TWO THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FORTY SIX-ZERO ZERO ZERO, the necessary correction is requested 

to the Public Registry in such a manner that the final measure is pursuant to the said survey, being such measure “SEVEN 

HUNDRED SEVENTY THREE METERS WITH NINETY SEVEN SQUARED DECIMETERS”. The aforementioned 

corrections are estimated in the amount of ONE THOUSAND COLONES, being performed without affecting third parties. 

THIRD: That pursuant to the trust agreement included herein, VILLAS DE PLAYA GRANDE, SOCIEDAD ANONIMA 

transfers into such trust all of the properties described in the first article for the total sum of FOUR MILLION SIX HUNDRED 

THIRTY FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS, LEGAL CURRENCY IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (hereinafter 

dollars), in a relation of TWENTY TWO THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS per property in favour of COUNTING 

THE STARS, SOCIEDAD ANONIMA, bearer of corporate id number three-one hundred and one-three hundred eighty seven 

thousand five hundred twenty two, who accepts such transfer through Mr. Reddy. The said amount has been delivered to the 

seller by the acquiring corporation through Banco de Costa Rica’s certified check number two five seven five eight-four, dated 

February fourth of the year two thousand and five. The aforementioned transfer is performed free of entries, mortgages or any 

other possible affectation, with municipal and property taxes up to date, PRIVATE AGREEMENT: In virtue of the above, 

VILLAS DE PLAYA GRANDE S.A. (hereinafter the “TRUSTOR”) and COUNTING THE STARS, S.A. (hereinafter the 

“TRUSTEE”) agree to enter into this TRUST AGREEMENT, which shall be governed by the Commercial Code of the Republic 

of Costa Rica and by the following clauses and conditions: CLAUSE FIRST. CREATION OF THE TRUST: The TRUSTOR 

creates a trust in which: (a) The TRUSTOR is VILLAS DE PLAYA GRANDE, S.A.; (b) The TRUST BENEFICIARY is NO 

NAME ENTERPRISE, S.A.; and (c) the TRUSTEE is COUNTING THE STARS, S.A. CLAUSE SECOND. TRUST 

ESTATE: The TRUSTOR transfers in trust to the TRUSTEE the properties described in the FIRST ARTICLE, as well as the 

following properties: ONE) real estate property number FORTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED FIFTY THREE-

ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TEN-B apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the 

NORTH: street with twenty meters; to the SOUTH: block F; to the EAST: lot eleven; to the WEST: lot nine, with a measure of 

eight hundred squared meters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND FOUR 

HUNDRED TWO-EIGHTY; TWO) real estate property number FORTY THREE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY 

NINE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot TWO-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the 

NORTH: Beleida Zuñiga Rosales; to the SOUTH: street with twenty five meters; to the EAST: lot three; to the WEST: lot one, 

with a measure of eight hundred forty eight meters with fifty eight squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number 

G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND EIGHTY NINE-EIGHTY ONE; THREE) real estate property number FORTY 

THREE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY ONE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot THREE-D apt for 

building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: Beleida Zuñiga Rosales; to the SOUTH: street with twenty 

five meters; to the EAST: lot four; to the WEST: lot two, with a measure of eight hundred fifty five meters with six squared 

decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN THOUSAND NINETY-EIGHTY ONE; 

FOUR) real estate property number FORTY THREE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY FIVE-ZERO ZERO ZERO, 



which is by its nature lot FIVE-D apt for building, which current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH: Beleida Zuñiga 

Rosales; to the SOUTH: street with twenty meters; to the EAST: lot six; to the WEST: lot four, with a measure of eight hundred 

twenty three meters with ten squared decimeters, pursuant to the recorded survey number G-FOUR HUNDRED THIRTEEN 

THOUSAND NINETY TWO-EIGHTY ONE; FIVE) real estate property number FORTY TWO THOUSAND TWO 

HUNDRED SEVENTY-ZERO ZERO ZERO, which is by its nature lot apt for commercial purposes within phase D, which 

current and accurate boundaries are to the NORTH, SOUTH, EAST and WEST: streets, which measure and survey are not 

recorded; with the purpose of THE TRUSTEE to perform the investments and development mentioned herein after. CLAUSE 

THIRD. DENOMINATION: The Trust shall be named and identified under the name of “FIDEICOMISO DE DESARROLLO 

E INVERSIÓN PLAYA GRANDE”. CLAUSE FOURTH. ACCEPTANCE OF THE TRUST: The TRUSTEE accepts the 

Trust created by this instrument and agrees to comply with the Trust in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. The 

TRUSTEE accepts the deposit in trust of the ASSETS in its favor and shall use them only for the destination foreseen in the ends 

or purposes of this TRUST AGREEMENT. CLAUSE FIFTH. ENDS AND PURPOSES: The ends and purposes of this Trust 

are the administration by the TRUSTEE, with the care of a good parent, as provided in Article one thousand and forty-seven of 

the Civil Code, the ASSETS to which CLAUSE SECOND above refers, during the term of this Agreement, keeping them in 

Trust. CLAUSE SIXTH. OBLIGATION OF THE TRUSTOR: To transfer the ASSETS in trust to the TRUSTEE. CLAUSE 

SEVENTH. OBLIGATIONS OF THE TRUST BENEFICIARIES: To receive the benefits from this TRUST, in the way they 

may indicate. CLAUSE EIGHTH. OBLIGATIONS OF THE TRUSTEE: (a) To do whatever is necessary for the achievement 

of the ends or purposes of the Trust. (b) To identify the ASSETS registering them on a separate basis, away from the reach of its 

creditors or third parties, separated from its own assets and those of other trusts the TRUSTEE may have now or in the future, 

and identify the Trust using the denomination “FIDEICOMISO DE DESARROLLO E INVERSIÓN PLAYA GRANDE” (c) To 

comply with the directions received in writing from the TRUST BENEFICIARIES, in connection with the Trust, or individually 

in connection with it, in the cases expressly established by this TRUST AGREEMENT. (d) To refrain from using the ASSETS 

for purposes other than or contrary to those of the Trust. (e) To refrain from disposing of, encumbering or consenting to 

encumbrances on the ASSETS, without the prior express written consent of the TRUST BENEFICIARY. (f) To exercise all the 

rights and take all administrative and Court actions that may be necessary or appropriate to defend and preserve the Trust. (g) Not 

to delegate its duties. (h) To keep exact records and detailed accounts of all maters concerning the Trust and permit their 

inspection by the TRUSTOR and the TRUST BENEFICIARY or by their duly authorized representatives. (i) To render an 

account of its performance to the TRUST BENEFICIARY, at the end of the Trust. CLAUSE NINTH. TERM OF 

APPOINTMENT: The term of appointment of the TRUSTEE is THIRTY YEARS CALENDAR YEARS, counted from 

subscription of this Agreement. CLAUSE TENTH. TERM OF THE TRUST: The term of this Trust is THIRTY YEARS, 

counted from subscription of this Agreement. If at the time of expiration of the term of this Agreement, it has not fully complied 

with its purpose, THE PARTIES, by mutual agreement, can extend it. CLAUSE ELEVENTH. EARLY TERMINATION OF 

THE TRUST: This Trust shall be terminated earlier, by written agreement of all the parties or upon compliance of the purposes 

for which it was created. CLAUSE TWELFTH. PROFESSIONAL FEES: The TRUSTEE shall generate a compensation for 



the performance of its work, equivalent to ONE HUNDRED US DOLLARS, for the whole term of this Trust, which shall be paid 

by the TRUST BENEFICIARY in a lump sum, upon subscription of this Agreement. CLAUSE THIRTEENTH. 

GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION: Any matters not foreseen by this Trust shall be governed by the laws of the 

Republic of Costa Rica; consequently, the TRUSTOR, the TRUSTEE and the TRUST BENEFICIARY shall abide by the laws of 

the Republic of Costa Rica for interpretation of this Trust. CLAUSE THIRTEENTH. FAILURE TO COMPLY: A serious 

failure by either party to comply with any of the obligations acquired under this Agreement shall entitle the non-defaulting party 

to request the termination of this Agreement, and receive compensation for damages, or demand its forced performance, all in 

accordance with the provisions of Articles six hundred and ninety-two and one thousand one hundred and forty-seven, and 

following and related articles of the Civil Code. CLAUSE FOURTEENTH. ASSIGNMENT OF RIGHTS: In this act the 

TRUSTOR transfers and assigns to the TRUST BENEFICIARY, all rights in connection with this Agreement as he has received 

the corresponding monetary amount for the transfer in trust of the properties mentioned above. In this respect, the TRUSTOR 

waives the right to institute any proceeding in connection with the aforementioned rights. CLAUSE FIFTEENTH. 

DECLARATION OF NULLITY: The declaration of nullity or illegality of any covenant or clause of this Agreement shall not 

affect the force, legality and possibility of enforcing the remaining clauses or covenants of this Agreement. If a court declares the 

nullity, enforceability or illegality of any of the clauses of this Agreement, the parties irrevocably agree to amend such clause 

within the following-seventy-two from the time said resolution becomes final, in such way that the agreement may be performed 

in full, respecting the equality of the obligations of each party. SIXTEENTH. ARBITRATION: The parties expressly, freely 

and spontaneously agree that any claim or complaint that may arise as a consequence of this Agreement shall be necessarily 

resolved first by an arbitration panel, which shall be the Chamber of Commerce of Costa Rica. If not, it shall be resolved by an 

ad-hoc court, which shall be governed by the provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure or by the special law that governs this 

matter at that time, which court shall be composed of arbitrators, the first two appointed by each of the parties to this Agreement, 

and a third one to be designated by the Board of Directors of the Bar Association of the Republic of Costa Rica, who shall define 

the procedure to be followed in accordance with the law in force. It shall not be necessary in either case to have the prior 

undertaking of the parties, which can go directly to Court, without exhausting first the arbitration proceedings described above. 

The award issued by this court cannot be appealed and can only be challenged by means of the appeal for annulment established 

by law. SEVENTEENTH. COMMUNICATIONS AND NOTICES: All communications in connection with this Agreement 

shall be written and delivered, upon prior acknowledged receipt, at the domicile specified below for such purpose by each 

contracting party. The parties shall receive notices in connection with this Agreement at the following addresses: A. TRUSTOR, 

San José, Escazú, Plaza Itscatzú, office number two hundred four, Consorcio Esquivel. TRUSTEE, at the city of San José, 

Escazú, Plaza Roble Corporate Center, El Patio Building, third floor, Facio Abogados Law Firm. C. TRUST BENEFICIARY, 

at the city of San José, Escazú, Plaza Roble Corporate Center, El Patio Building, third floor, Facio Abogados Law Firm. END 

OF PRIVATE AGREEMENT. Mr. Cañas Coto acting as Notary Public acknowledges the existence of the trust agreement in 

virtue of which the properties are transferred, likewise represents that the descriptions of the aforementioned properties are the 

actual and accurate ones, pursuant to the indicated recorded surveys, also that he translated this public deed to Mr. Reddy into 



English In witness whereof we hereby sign this public deed in Playa Flamingo, Guanacaste at fourteen hours of the fourth day of 

February of the year two thousand and five. 
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